DEVELOPER
EG DU, Entwicklungsgesellschaft Duisburg mbH

PROJECT
RheinPark Duisburg
- Conversion of an industrial site as a park facility
- Area approx. 70 ha
- Demolition of buildings, removal of rail facilities
- Remodelling of the site by constructing new bank consolidations (sheet piling) and supporting walls (rectangular bracket walls, partly with deep foundations)
- Laying out paths and the formal public spaces

OUR SERVICES
- Examination for unexploded ordnance
- Investigation of subsoil, with core drilling and soundings
- Soil mechanics lab tests
- Assessment of subsoil and advice on foundations pursuant to HOAI § 92, Lph 1 to 3
- Planning of supporting frameworks pursuant to HOAI § 64, Lph. 1 to 6, for bank constructions and supporting walls